HydroTel™
Version 4.24 Release Notes

NOTE: iBETS refers to the Bug/Enhancement Tracking System available at http://data.hyquestsolutions.co.nz/iBETS/. Case details can be viewed, comments added and new cases raised by registered iBETS users. If you would like to become a registered iBETS user please email support@hyquestsolutions.co.nz.

Important Note: Upgrading from versions earlier than V4.23

If you are upgrading from a HydroTel™ version prior to the most recent previous release, you must incrementally upgrade the database with each of the skipped versions. This can be done by either sequentially running the upgrade installers on the HydroTel™ server machine or else executing each version’s upgrade SQL script. The HydroTel™ upgrade installer requires a database that is compliant with the previous version.

Please contact HyQuest Solutions for assistance and installers / scripts before upgrading out-of-date systems.

Version 4.24.0.x – 5th October 2016

General Comments

This release includes a few minor new features and bug fixes, plus routine upgrades to the integrated third-party component libraries such as charting and reporting.

NOTE: This is the final release for the HydroTel™ Version 4 series. All outstanding HydroTel™ iBETS cases are being reviewed for either resolution in Version 5 or closure. Version 5 target release in Q1 2017.

Client
Bug Fixes

• Alarm Types form. Inhibit PointsForAlarms pop-up menu if the grid is in edit mode. iBETS 1890
• Report SQL edit button should not be enabled in report query editor if no datasets. iBETS 1791

Comms Agents
Bug Fixes

• Pakbus DLL does not handle NSec timestamp only records (type 14) correctly. iBETS 1935

Transfer Agent
New Features/Enhancements

• Added configurable date/time formatting to generic CSV in export mode. iBETS 1926

SMS Agent
New Features/Enhancements

• Received SMS handler changes to fully support the HyQuest GDSP. iBETS 1923

Watchdog Agent
Bug Fixes

• Ensure watchdog agents never attempt to manage any watchdog agent on the system. iBETS 1787

FTP Agent
Bug Fixes

• Socket event “Connection closed gracefully” should not be treated as an error. iBETS 1931